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IN THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.

Before THE J~ORD ORDINARY (LORD KYLLACHY).

December 29th, 1894; June 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th, August 2nd, and

October 19th, 1895.

IN THE SECOND DIVISION.

Before THE LORD JUSTICE-CLERK and LORDS YOUNG and TRAYNER.

November 26th, 27th, and 28th, and December 6th, 1895.

DICK u. TULLIS AND SON.

Patent.:-Process.-COmlJosite belts impreqnaied uiitli qutca-percha solution,
10 -Infringernent.-Prior lJubl£cat£on.-P11'ior user.c-Sufficiencu of evidence

of prior use.
D., a manufacturer in GlasgouJ,uias in the right of Letters Patent (No. 12,254*

of 1885) for "Tmprooeme nts in the manufacture of driving belts or .fiat bands,
" and in the means or apparatus emploued," The object of the invention was

15 described to consist " in formiru; composite belts or flat bands from canvas or
'<stroru) tooreri cotton fabrics by t1'eat'ing the fabric in the web uniti gutta
" percha solution,. . . and.then in folding the fabric into the required breadth
" and the required number 0.1 plie« or thicknesses, with or ioithout the addition
" of a layer or lcuters of quttu-perch.a or quiia-perch.a compounds, preferablu

20 " bettoeen each alternate layer of the canvas, and on one side of the complete
"belt." Arnonq the claims were made claims-Cl) For the manufacture and
construction, and mode of construction, of flat belts or bands out of cotton,
can/vas, or other stronq woven 'loeb fabrics prepared with gutta-jJercha solution,
and (8) The heating and the doubling or foldiru) and rolling ofuutta-percha,

25 solutionised webs, or cut strijJs of these uiebs, into .flat belts or' bands for trans
mitting motion or poioer. The process as described consists in laying 011 the
surface of canvas, suitable for belting, qutta-perch.a solution, put on by a brusli
by hanrl.'1''lte canvas is then passed along over rollers and made to moue upioards
in front of an OjJen fire, a uiire qauee screen being interposed to prevent danger

30 from ignition. It is, uihen. heated, passed over a set of rollersc and 'is thus
dried, and is then coiled on a reel. vVhen the canvas is thus dealt with on one
side, the operation. isrepeated on the other. The canvas is then cut into. belts,
and if belts of more than one thickness of material are to be made, the material
is folded down to the requisite number of plies. The canvas is passed through

35 a heated chamber to soften the gutta-JJercha 'with iohic)i it has been impregnated,
and, uiith. or without the addition. of u'utta-percha layers betioeen the folds, is
folded longit1ldinally and pressed together betioeen. rollers. D. manufactured
belts of this description for several years, 'when he found that T. and Son
ioere in/flinging.

'C Ti amdSor: attacked the patent as beir~g bad for ioan: of specification, and, as
hat'z~)~g been _(tnlicipated by prior publication. and, prio1/1 user. .The. main
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contest was 1lpon prior publication and prior user. They averred that in
their oum premises they had used a qiuta-percha. solution lor the same purpose
and untli the same effect for a period of three years, and sold the belts thue
produced to the extent of at least 100 per rinnurn for three years. Secondly,
the different features iohicti D. claimed existed in a variety of patents uiliicli 5
he named. D., on the other hand, defended his patent, maintaininq, firstly,
that his process was a good combination. oj the different features described
in the others. Secondly, in regard to prior user, that was souohi to be made
out by the evidence of one witness,' or at most two,' and both oj them
Respondents, 'who were therefore interested parties, and required corroboration 10
either Trom persons associated with them in -the manufacture alleged, or in
documentary evidence of sales, and parole evidence of the persons to tohom such
sales had been made.

The Lord Ordinary held that the patent was invalid on aCCOUJ:lt oj the
prior user of the invention by T. and Son, and th-at the Pursuer was not 15
ent. tled to interdict. '

The Pursuer reclaimed,
Held, (1) that the Complainer's combination or process had not been disclosed

in any of the Specifications founded on as anticipations , and (2) that the
uncorroborated evidence of tuicpersonsLnterested in uoidinq the patent, to the 20
effect that they had manufactured and sold articles for a limited period many
years before the date of the patent sou.alit to be impuqned, cou ld not in the cir
cumsiances be accepted as estabiishinq more than an experirnent , (:3) that
Complainer tons entitled to interdict uritli e.xpe';1;ses., _

The Complainer Jctlftes Dick was proprietor of Letters Patent (No. 12,251.;· 25
dated 14th October 18"'5), originally granted to Robert Dick, of the firm-
of Robert. and James Dick, of Greenhead, Glasgow, manufacturer, for the
invention of "Improvements in the manufacture of driving belts or flat
'~bands, and in the means or apparatus employed." The Complainer acquired
right to the said Letters Patent by and in virtue of a mutual disposition and 30
settlement entered into between him and Robert Dick, by which they made
over from them and each of them and their respective heirs and successors to
and in favour of the said Robert Dick and the Complainer and the survivor of
them, the whole of their heritable and movable property. Robert Dick died on
the 1st of August 1891, and the Complainer was confirmed his executor on the 35
25th of September 18~1, and he was thereby vested in the sai.d Letters
Patent. He was registered as proprietor in the Patent Office on the 9th of
August ISH3.

Robert Dick having filed a Complete Specification, on the 31st of October 1893
the Comptroller allowed the Complainer, under Section 18 of the Patents, &c. Act 40
of 1883, tcumend his Specification, and the Letters Patent as amended and as
vested in the Complainer are numbered 12,254*.

The Provisional.Speclflcatlon described the invention thus :-
,'''The object of my Invention is to produce driving belts or flat bands of great

" tensile strength and gripping power. The object I attain by forming composite 45
" belts or flat bands from hard or strong woven cotton fabrics by treating the
" fabric in' the web with gutta percha solution and folding the fabric if necessary
" to form the requisite breadth and-the requisite number of plies-of cloth with or
" without the 'addition of a layer or layers of gutta percha orgutta-percha com- ,
"pounds which would give the whole greater flexibility and gripping power. 1" 50
"apply the gutta percha solution to the fabrics by brushing or otherwise-while
" it is slowly traversed in a continuous length over a table and-I -ensure (~he .
"thorough penetration of the solution into the pores of the fabric by 'causing
"the fabric to travel infront of afire or other source of heat which has the effect'
" of driving this adhesive solution of gutta percha into the fibres-and interstices 55
" of the cloth. The fabric is thence 'carried over a series of spiked-rollers for- a
"'considerable length to give ample time, for the evaporation of the solvents and
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" drying of the gutta percha solution before being finally wound into a roll on
" a reel or beam. The cloth is afterwards unwound and submitted to the same
" operation of brushing and coating on the reverse side and is tben sn bjected to
" the rays of the fire, and after passing over the series of rollers is wound again

5 "into a roll ready for the next operation. In passing to and from the fire, the
" fabric is carried through a flame trap which may consist of a shallow box of
"sheet iron with a slit at each end large enough merely to permit the free
" passage through it of the fabric, the object being to prevent the extension to
'" the main body of the fabric of the flame in the event of the solution catching

10 "firewhere exposed to the heating process.
" The belts or flat bands may be formed from the fabric so treated with gutta

" percha solution by passing the fabric through a heating chamber to soften it
" and cutting or folding it to the requisite breadth and thickness, and passing it
" while the solution is-soft through pressing rolls. I prefer however by these im-

15 "provements to form the belts or flat bands of alternating layers of 'solutionised '
" cloth and gutta percha or gntta percha compounds. I cu.t the fabric longi
" tudinally into strips of the breadth or of two three or-greater number of times
" the 'breadth of belt required and fold them to the desired breadth. In general
" I find it advantageous to employ these flat bands made up of double plies of

:20 ." , solutionised 'cloth. I fold the fabric by passing it through an orifice across
" the middle of which is fitted a pin or tooth which evenly divides the fabric
"so that it is delivered to a pair of said rolls with the edges of the fabric
'u'f6rming a seam or joint in the centre of the width or band. Lafterwards
" traverse this band so formed through a heated chamber to soften the solution

25 .." and in front of the chamber 1 fit a series of one two or more .pairs of
" compressing rolls preferably finely corrugated with annular sharp ridges and
"'grooves upon a suitable framing. As the band so far formed emerges from
" the heating chamber it is carried through between the rolls while an attendant
" lays gutta pereha or said gutta perchacompound in a heated or soft state on

30 "the surface of the band. In passing through the rolls the gutta percha is
" pressed out in a thin layer adhering to the fabric, and after trimming the edges
" by removing superfluous gutta percha the composite band so formed is then
H ready for use as light belting.

" In forming belts of great strength two or more composite flat bands so
35 H formed are united together by passing them through the heating chamber to

" soften the solution on one side of the band. and the layer of gutta percha
" compound on the other side, and the bands are guided into and through the
" rolls which by pressing the gutta percha of the one band in contact with the
" sol utionised fabric of the other cause the bands to adhere firmly and forma

40 "single strong belt of two or more plies. The composite belts so produced have
." a surface of the gutta pereha compound on one side and a surface of solutionised
" fabric on the other, either of which may serve as the driving surface. In
"cases where the surface of gutta percha is not desired, I combine together a
"composite belt of one or more plles.unda 'solutionised' helt bypassingthem

45 "through the heating chamber and through- the pressing rolls. Solutionised
- "belts and composite belts formed in the manner described are I find highly

"superior in tensile strength and ill gripping power to cotton or rubber cloth
" belting, the warp and weft of the cotton or other fabric employed being bound
" together by thoroughly impregnating the fabric with the gutta percha solution,

pp "an'd the heating .of .the belts by friction when in use having the effect of
" slightly softening the solution or the gutta percha so that ,3. .fast grip of the
,~ driving pulley is .obtained,.. ,- " . . .
'" "Instead of forming the solutionised.belts by treating cutting and folding. the
" woven fabric, I may form such belts from ordinary sewn cotton belts by

55 "impregnating such belts withguttaperchasolution and 1·may form composite
"..belts therefrom bY,sllperadding a layer or .layers of .gutta percha in the .manner
"-before described. - ','
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" The gutta percha or gutta percha compound employed in the manufacture
" of these belts or flat bands should be of a flexible and elastic character such as
" the mixture of gutta percha with "Balata " which is the gum of the" Bullet"
" tree or other equivalent which would give the soft flexible and slightly elastic
"character desired. The object of introducing the layers of gutta percha 5
" compound between the layers of fabric in the belts or flat bands being to give
"them flexibility and gripping power which cannot well be obtained by the
" mere use of layers of gutta percha or gutta percha solution with the cotton
" cloth."

'I'he Complete Specification (as amended) describes the mode of manufacture 10
much more fully by the aid of diagrams, but the effect is the same as in the
Provisional Specification quoted above. 'I'he claims were the fol lowing :-

" First. 'I'he manufacture, or construction of, and mode of constructing, flat
" belts or bands, (for transmitting motion and force or power), out of cotton,
"canvas, or other strong \VOV8n web fabrics, prepared with gutta-percha 15
" solution, and either with or without alterBate a layer or layers of gutta
"percha compounds, all substantially as herein described in reference to and
" shown in the accompanying Drawings,

" Second. The general construction of machine, or arrangement of mechanism
" for treating or coating and impregnating webs of cotton, canvas or such like 20
" strong woven fabrics, with gutta-percha solution, all substantially as and for
"the purposes herein described, especially in reference to and shown in
" Figures 1 and 2 on Sheet 1 of the accompanying Drawings,

" 'I'hird, The heating and the doubling, or folding and rolling of gntta-percha
"solutionised webs, or cut strips of these webs, into flat belts or bands of any 25
" desired width, for transmitting motion and power, all substantially as or in
,,, the manner and by the means or mechanism herein described in reference to
" and shown in Figures 3 to 6, and A 1 to A 5, on Sheet 2 of the accompanying
" Drawings.

" Fourth. 'I'he coating of such single or double and rolled gutta-pereha :30
,. solutionised fiat belts or bands on one side with a layer of gutta-percha
" compound '\vhile it is passing hot through one or rnore pairs of rollers, for
"forming single, double, triple, or more ply belting, composed of alternate
"single or double thicknesses of solutionised canvas, and a layer of gutta-
" percha compound, all as described in reference to and shown in Figures 3 i\5
" to 6 and Figures A 2 to A 5, on Sheet 2 of the accompanying Drawings.

"Fifth. The general construction of machine, or arrangement of mechanism,
" for heating, folding, or doubling the said solutionised bands, and coating the
" same with a layer of gutta-percha compound, and rolling these into composite
'" belts of two or more thicknesses of the canvas alternating with the gutta-percha 40
"compound to form the said compound prepared bands, all substantially as
" herein described in reference to and shown in Figures 3 to 6 on Sheet 2 of
" the accompanying Drawings."

Since obtaining the said patent the Complainer made a large trade in the
belting referred to, the production in one year being equal to about 100,000l. 45
In the present action he averred that the Respondents had been infringing his
rights, by making and selling bands or belts for the home and export trade, and
by advertising their gutta.balata belting as the best in the market. This
belting, the Complainer further averred, was made or constructed according
to the method or in the manner described in the said Letters Patent and 50
Specification as amended.

-,The Complainer, therefore, brought this action in December 1894, in which
he prayed the Court to suspend the proceedings complained of, and "to interdict,
" prohibit, and discharge the said Respondents from infringing the said Letters
" Patent, No. 12,254.·.*" . ' 55

The Respondents in the end did not seriously dispute infringement,.b,l1;~
stated that the patent was invalid in respect of anticipation through 'its
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having been previously disclosed, used, and practised by their firm as long ago
as 1857-60 in their premises in Glasgow ; by belting of a similar make having
been used by various firms in the neighbourhood of Glasgow ; and by its having
been previously published in the following Specifications of British Patents :-

5 (1) IIancock, No. 11,0:32 of 1846; (2) Burke, No. 11,055 of 1846 ; (3) Haines,
No. 12,828 of 1849; (4) Bel~for'd, No.749 of 1854 (Provisional) ; (5) De Clllj)pele,
No. 2713 of 1857 (Provisional); (6) Parmelee, No. 777 of 1858 (Provisional);
(7) Hancock and Siluer, No. 3331 of 1862 (Provisional); (8) Le Blanc,
No. 2167 of 1868 (Provisional); (~)) Baqeau; No. 649 of 1874 (Provisional);

10 (10) Levy, No. 2G52 of 1876 (Provisional); (11)Wa1ton, No. 17:37 of 1879
(Provisional) ; and (12) wuuo»», No. 9665 of 1884.

A large number of Amer-ican, French, and Belgian Specifications were also
instanced as anticipations, hut in the course of the litigation they dropped out
of the case. Tbeirbearing on the Specification in question is analysed in the

15 opinion of the Lord -Iustice-Clerk (£nf'ra) in deli vering judgment. The Respon
dents further stated that the patent was invalid in respect (1) that the final
Specification, as amended, is d isconforrn to the Provisional Specification; (2) that
the final Specification, as amended, is dtsconform to the final Specification as
originally drawn and accepted, and extends the scope thereof; (3) that the

20 Patentee has not, in his Specification, sufficiently distinguished what is old and
not claimed by him from what is new and claimed by him; (4) that the said
alleged invention was not new, or the proper subject of Letters Patent, having
regard to the common and public knowledge at the date of the aforesaid patent;
(5) that the Specification does not sufficiently describe the alleged invention,so

25 that an ordlnary workman, or any- person, could understand the sarne : (6) that
the said alleged invention was not, at the date of the Letters Patent, of any
practical utility or proper subject-matter for a patent. Pleas in law in
accordance with these statements were recorded.
. On the 29th of December 1894, the Lord Ordinary, in the Bill Chamber,

30 passed the note; and when the note passed into the Conrt of Session, the Judge
allowed parties a proof of their averments. 'I'he proof was led on the 12th,
13th, 14th, and 15th J une 18~)5. For the Complainer, the principal witnesses
examined ,vere-John Sime, patent agent, of the firm of W.R....7JI. Thomson
and Co., Glasgow; William Thomas Rouxlen, Professor of Applied Mechanics

35 in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College; William. Firth,
secretary of the North British Rubber Comparuj, -Ld., Edinburgh; Daniel
MeNeill Watson, managing director of Broum, Steioart, and Co., Ld., paper
manufacturers, of Glasgow and Greenock; John Sharp, works manager to
R. Laidlaw and S1(Yns, Al liance Foundry, Glasgow; Hugh Steven, senior partner

40 of Melroioell, Stet-en; and Co" Ld., Milton Iron Works, Glasgow; Edioard
Johrison; private secretary to Denny Brothers, Dumbarton; John Edioard
Audsley, cashier and commercial manager to Messrs, R. and J. Dick; Adam
Hay, foreman of Bclt.ing Department at Complainer's works : fVillialn
Thomson, Professional Chemist in Manchester Royal Institution; Robert

~5 Rattray Tatlock, analytical chemist, Glasgow,
The principal witnesses for the Respondents were-:'John Imrau, member of

the I. C. E. and I. M, E.; James T. Tuttis, partner of Respondents' firm;
Mrs, Littlejchrc, sister of last witness; Henry Douqlas, foreman of the Canvas
and Gutta-percha Belt Department of John Tullis and Son; John Olark,

50 Doctor of Philosophy and Public Analyst for City of Glasgow : Chnrlee
Hunter Steioart, Doctor of Science in Edinburgh University and Director of
Public Health Laboratories there ; John CocklJnrn, superintendent, Mechanical
Department, North Brlit-ish Rubber Conl1Jany; George Reid. chief engineer,
Couian and S10 l t S , Valley-field; George Doumie, foreman engineer, Ellangowan

55 Paper Works, Ardgay; John T'ullis senior partner of Respondents' firm. '
These witnesses described the mode of manufacture and the chemical

composition of the bands in 'question. The Complainer's process m~y be
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described thus :-It consists in laying on" the surface of canvas, suitable for
belting, gutta-percha solution, put on by a brush by hand. The canvas is then
passed along over rollers and made to move upwards in front of an open fire,
awire-gauze screen being interposed to prevent danger from ignition. It is,
whenheated, passed over a set of rollers and is thus dried, and is then coiled 5
on. a reel or beam. When the canvas has thus been dealt with on one side the
entire operation is repeated 'as regards the other side. When the canvas has
been thus' prepared it is made into belts -by cutting. If belts of more than
one '. thickness are to be made the material is kept in sufficient width to be
folded dow!) to the requisite number of plies. The canvas to be made into 10
'belting is passed through a heated chamber to soften the gutta-percha which it
has taken up, and is then, with or without the addition of a layer of gutta-percha
or one of its compounds between the surfaces of the layers of prepared canvas,
folded 'down longitudinally and pressed together between rollers,thus being
formed into one belt of two or several plies. 15

The Complainer claimed, stating his claims shortly--(l) The manufacture of
belts as described in the Specification and relative Drawings. (2) The general
construction of the machine or arrangement of mechanism. O~) The heating
and doubling down of solutionised webs into belts for transmitting motion and
power as described. (4) The coating of the solutionised belts with gutta-percha 20
on one side while being heated for forming belting in plies. (5) The general
construction of machine for heating and folding or doubling the bands and
coating them with gutta-percha, and rolling them into composite belts a'l
described. Of these claims, the claims specially in question in this case are
the first and third. 25
- The hearing on the evidence was taken on the 2nd of August 1~95,
and on the 19th of October 1895, tho Lord Ordinary (KYLLACHY) delivered
judgment as follows :-The Complainer in this case seeks interdict against an
alleged infringement of a patent obtained by him some years ago for " Improve-
" ments in the manufacture of driving belts or flat bands, and in the means or 30
{, apparatus employed." 'I'he alleged object of the in vention is to produce
driving belts or flat bands of great tensile strength or gripping power, and the
invention is said to consist in forming " composite belts or flat bands from
" canvas or strong woven cotton fabrics by treating the fabric in the web with
" gutta-percha solution ... and then in folding the fabric into the required 35
'.' breadth, and the required number of plies or thicknesses, with or without
,., the addition of a layer or layers of gutta-percha or gutta-percha compounds,
" preferably between each alternate layer of the canvas, and on one side of the
" complete belt."

There are, in all, five claims, but those which are here specially in question 40
are the first and third, which are as follows :-[His Lordship read them]. The
other claims relate to the apparatus or machinery used in the described process,
and to a special matter, viz., the use in a particular manner of gutta-percha
compounds; and (except for purposes of construction) they may, in the present
question, be disregarded. 45

The Respondents, besides denying infringement, assail the patent on various
grounds-c-t L) want of specification : (2) alleged extension of the patent by
disclaimer, and amendment; (3) prior publication; (4) prior public use. There
is also a plea to inutility, but that was not, I understood, pressed. In any view,
the .utility seems sufficiently clear. 50

It is first necessary to ascertain the true construction of the two claims which
I have just quoted; and here I am prepared to accept ths construction of the
Complainer which, as formulated at the debate, was this :-'-rhe first claim, it is
said, is a general claim-a claim for the whole process from beginning to end;
and, according to the Complainer, the process, as a whole, embraces five main 55
features, all of which are, in his view, essential. These are-(l) the use, in the
tnitlalrtreatment of the canvas, ofgntta~l?erchasolution,i.e., gutta-percha
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dissolved by naphtha or some other solvent, as opposed to gutta-percha rendered
. merely plastic by heat; (2) the application of heat to the coated canvas, so as
to secure penetration by the gutta-percha solution more or less complete; (3)
subsequent exposure to the air, so as to evaporate or drive off the solvent in

5 the solution, and so prevent sponginess in the fabric; (4) re-heating of the
solutionised fabric, so as to facilitate cohesion; (5) combination of the plies of
fabric so treated by pressure, that is (as I understand), by folding and pressure.
That is the first claim. The construction of the third claim is, on the other
hand, according to the Complainer, this :-It is a separate claim for a separate

10 part of the process, viz., the second part, which-starting with a "gutta-percha
"solutionised" fabric-proceeds to heat or re-heat that fabric, and then to
duplicate or fold and roll it, so as, by heating and pressure, to build up the
complete belt. In short, the second claim is for points 4 and 5 of the-first
claim disjoined from points 1, 2, and 3 ; and it is said to cover the heating 'and

15 folding substantially in the manner described of any web solutionised with
gutta-percha, whether it has or has not been solutionised by the method
described in the Specification and claimed in Claim 1.

Such being the Patentee's claims, I may first notice shortly the Respondents'
two preliminary points, viz., (1) alleged extension of the claims ·by the

20 disclaimer and amendment, and (2) want of due specification of the invention
or inventions claimed.

As to the disclaimer and amendment, I assume-because it was not dis
puted, and because there is said to be authority for the proposition-that a
disclaimer wnich extends the scope of a patent not only vitiates the disclaimer

25 itself, but also vitiates the whole patent. Making, however, that assumption, I am
unable to see that there has here been any extension of the scope ·of· the patent'.
The Respondents' suggestion seems to be that the words in the first claim,
as it originally stood, viz., "either with or without alternate layers of gutta
U percha compounds," fall to be read as if they had run "'\vith .lavers of

30 "gutta-percha compound interposed, which may or may not be alternate," thus
limiting the first claim to cases where layers of gutta-percha compound: are
employed, and leaving open only the matter of alternation. And, no doubt, if
that had been the construction, the excision by amendment of the word
"alternate" would have widened the claim. But it is,1 think, quite plain

35 from the Specification, particularly from lines 3T and 38, page 3, that this
was not what was really meant; and, indeed, taking even the' words of the
claim itself, the suggested construction appears to me to be forced. What was
meant by the original claim, I think, plainly was, "with or without the
" (preferably alternate) layers of compound previously described." And

40 the amendment had no other effect than to make this clear. In fact, as
was observed at the debate, the words "with or without alternate layers"
exhaust the whole category of layers, whether alternate or .not : and the words
of the claim as amended do no more. '

The Respondents' second point, viz., alleged defective Specification, is more
45 difficult. I do not attach importance to the alleged want of specification with

respect to the proportions of solvent to be used in preparing the gutta-percha
solution. 'I'hat appears to be a matter which might safely enough be left to any
workman of ordinary skill, the proportion of solvent depending simply on the
degree of viscosity desired. But the absence of any direction as to the amount

50 of heat to be applied to the solutionised fabric, for the purpose of impregnation
or penetration, is a more serious matter. All that is said in the Specification is
that the fabric, after being coated with the solution, is to be passed in front of
an open fire. Now, no doubt an ordinary workman may be trusted within
limits in such a matter. But the difficulty is, that, according to the evidence,

55 the degree of heat applied is extremely important. If it goes up, for instance,
to 150 or 200 degrees, the gutta-percha is destroyed. India-rubber may be so
treated, and is so in the process of vnlcanisation. But gutta~percha,·itappears,
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may not; extreme heat having the effect of rendering it hard and brittle. This,
in fact, is part of the Complainer's case, when he comes to meet the defence of
anticipation, because his main point with respect to the alleged anticipation
(e.g.., by Parmetees patent) is that, according to that patent, the gutta-percha is
exposed to the sarne heat by which the india-rubber (with which it is used 5
convertibly) is vulcanised. It is not, in the view which I take of the case
otherwise, necessary to decide this point. But I must say that I have at least
doubt as to the suffiolency on this matter of the Complainer's Specification.

Passing, however, from these (as I have called thorn) preliminary objections,
I: have next to consider whether, construing the Complainer's claims (and 10
particularly his third claim) as he himself construes thern, he claims anything
ofwhich prior publication or prior use can be affirmed.

So far as the first claim is concerned, I should, I think, be here in favour of
the Complainer. If that claim is, as he says (and I am disposed to think
rightly), confined to his (the Complainer's) total process-that is to say, to a 15
combination of all the features or elements which I have before enumeratcd-s-I
do not think that the same combination is disclosed in any of the previous
patents, or proved to have been anywhere in previous use. I do not propose to
go over the previous patents in detail; I am disposed to agree generally with
the Complainer's classification of them, and w ith most of the distinctions which 20
he draws. They either, he contends, (1) involve the use of some foreign
substance in the solution; or (2) employ plastic gutta-pereha as opposed to
gutta-percha solution; or 03) employ extremo heat, appropriate only for inclia
rubber; or (4) have for their object, not the building up of a composite fabric
by impregnation of its texture with gutta-percha solution, but the preparation 25
.of a cement for uniting, e.g., leather and leather. In any view, none of them
involve the element of heating for purposes of penetration, followed by
.re-heating and folding for purposes of cohesion and consolidation. Sirnilarly,
I do not see my way to hold that there has been. any prior use proved of the
total invention. And, indeed (assuming the Complainer's construction of the 30
first claim), I do not think that such previous use was maintained.

But with respect to the third claim, I have come, I confess with reluctance,
to a different conclusion. I do not say that even the claim is anticipated by
any previous patent. That may. be a question. But, taking the claim to be
for heating and folding, substantially in the manner and for the purpose 35
described in the Specification, any previously solutionised fabric, I am not
able to distinguish the process, or part of the process, thus claimed from the
process which I think it is proved was used by the Respondents in their works
from 18?7 to 1861, and was so used with the result of producing a material
which was publicly sold and used. 40

There can be no doubt that, if their evidence is to be believed, the Respondents
did, during the year in question, on a larger or smaller scale, manufacture belts
(a) composed of two or more layers of canvas coated with a solution of gutta
percha, (b) heated or re-heated previous to folding by having hot iron rollers
passed over them in close proximity, (c) combined thereafter into a complete 43
belt by folding the heated, and therefore cuhesive, surfaces in a manner not
substantially different from that described by the Complainer. In other words,
if the Respondents' ovideucc is to be believed, they did everything d.urlng the
years in question which, on the Complainer's construction of his third claim,
that claim includes. 50

It is said, however, (1) that the process was secret and experimental, and is
not proved sufficiently to have been followed by the sale and use of the manu
factured article., snch as could constitute public use; and (2), that,in any v ie w,
the process was, more than thirty years ago, abandoned, and had, at the elate of
the Complainer's patent, become a thing disused and forgotten, whereby, as the 55
Complainer contends, there became room for a new patent, at all events, to an.
~ndependeutinvento~ ,
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I think it is clear that the process or manufacture in question was secret, and
also, in a sense, experimental. But, on the other hand, it was conceded that, if
the result was a manufactured article, openly sold and used, not only as an
experiment, but commercially, there was in the legal sense public use of the

5 alleged invention. Accordingly, the Complainer's point came, I think,
ultimately to this, that the Respondents had not ·proved this part of their case
by adequate evidence. Now, I confess, this seemed to me to be the most difficult
part of the whole controversy : the point, putting it shortly, being this,-that
while the evidence of the two Respondents and of their sister (so far as it goes)

10 is distinct and decided enough, it is not, the Complainer says, corroborated,
either by documents or independent testimony, so as to make it satisfactory and
reliable.

I have not, after full consideration, seen my way to reject the testimony of
the Respondents and their sister as to the manufacture, or that of the two

15 Respondents as to the sale of the manufactured belts. One of the Respondents
was examined on commission, and I can only judge of his evidence by what
appears on its face. The other Respondent was examined before me, and there
was nothing which I observed which gave me an unfavourable impression.
Then, as to corroboration, while there is certainly not much, and the case is, on

20 the whole, narrow, I am of opinion that, considering the lapse of time, there is
about as much corroboration as, perhaps, could, in the circumstances, be
expected.

As to the other point, viz., that the process practised from 1857 to 1861 was
abandoned and forgotten, I do not consider that, in this case, the circumstance.

25 or the lapse of time, are sufficient to raise the somewhat difficult question at
which the Respondents point. Reference was made to certain passages in the
opinions of the Law Lords in the Househill case, 1 Webster, 713-717, where
their Lordships appear to have reserved their opinions as to the possibility of
obtaining a patent for the revival, by independent discovery, of some long

30 disused and forgotten art. And it may very well be that a patent, otherwise
good, will not be invalidated by the discovery afterwards that the same
invention had been practised by, e.g., the ancient Romans. But an invention
practised within the memory of .living man, and by men still living, is scarcely
in that category. Neither can it be overlooked that, if 'the Respondents' case is

35 otherwise good, they are only now seeking to resume, after the lapse of about 30
years, a process which they themselves initiated, and which, if not a commercial
success, was certainly not given up as impracticable or useless:'

I have, therefore, come to the conclusion that the Complainer's patent is, as
it standi, invalidated by prior use, and this makes it unnecessary to consider

40 the question of infringement. I may say, however, that if the third claim, the
claim which I hold to be bad, bears the construction which I have assumed,
there can hardly be any doubt that, taking it as a good claim, it has been
infringed. The Respondents' case, indeed, is that there is no material difference
between their present and their former process. It would be a more difficult

45 question whether, if the third claim was out of the way, the Respondents'
present process would be an infringement as substantially covered by the
Complainer's first claim. My impression, I confess, is that the differences, on
which the Respondents found, between the Complainer's and the Respondents'
total processes are less material than the Respondents maintain. But, as I have

50 said, it is not necessary that I should express, or indeed form, a final opinion
on that question.

His Lordship, therefore, found the Complainer's Letters Patent invalid on
the ground of prior public use, and sustained the second plea in law for the
Respondents, in so far as it was based on prior public use, and he refused

55 the note.
The Complainer thereupon reclaimed to the Inner House, and the Reclaiming

Note was heard in the Second Division on November 26th, 27th, and 28th, 1895.
16633--2 Q
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The Solicitor-General (Graharn Murray, Q.C.), Ure, and Findlay (instructed by
Johsi Rhind, 8.8.C.) for the Complainer.-(I.) The essentials of the Complainer's
invention are-(l) Coating the web with gutta-percha solution, and immediately
afterwards driving the same by heat into the interstices of the cloth. By
capillary action the threads of cloth are cemented together. (2) Re-heating the 5
coated canvas, and enfolding, rolling, and compressing the same into belt form.
(3) In constructing a practical belt of so many plies by repeated operations,
including the placing of a layer of plastic gutta-percha either between the
folds or on the outside surface. (4) In accomplishing this result by continuous
action and practical machinery so as to produce a workable belt/~.Two points 10
are raised against the Specification :-(1) Extension of the claim oo{f~mendment,
and excision of the word "alternate," which they say extended the scope.
(2) Want of specification, that is, no statement of the proportions of solvents,
and absence of direction as to heat. But these were not vital to the patent, if it
was not destroyed by the other pleas. (II.) As toprior publication, the rival 15
patents may be divided into four heads. (1) Vulcanized canvas belting
(Parmelee's patent); (2) where foreign substances are incorporated in combina-
.tion with gutta - percha solution (Haines, Bellford, Baqeau, Walton,· and
Williams) ; (3) where plastic gutta-percha alone is proposed to be used (Hancock,
Le Blanc, and Levy) ; (4) where gutta-petcha solution is proposed to be used 20
(De Cltppele, Hancock, and Silver, and to a certain extent Levy). Now, with
reference to No.2 (Haines, &c.), even assuming that the properties detailed in
these various Specifications was disclosure to the Complainer of the method he

.claims, he would still be entitled to a patent if he abstracted or selected gutta
percha solution, or substituted gutta-percha solution, from the combination of sub- 25
stances named in the said Specifications; Caesei Gold Company v. Cyan'l°de
.Syndicate, 12 R.P.C. 232. Further, the Respondents were not entitled to piece
together a number of prior Specifications in order to make up complete
anticipation; Hilts v, Evans, 4 De G. F. & J. 288 ; Betts v. Menzies, 10 H.L.C.
117; Otto v. Lindford, 46 L.T.N.S. 44 ; Plin'lpton v, Malcolmson, 3 Ch. D. 576. 30
(III.) As toprior use.-What is proof of prior use? The case of Respondents on
prior use depends on the Respondents' evidence as to what they and their
predecessors did in 1857. There is no corroboration; one of the Respondents
was examined on commission. One of the witnesses was the wife of a deceased
partner, whose sole evidence was that she smelt naphtha. Therefore the 35
evidence resolves itself into the evidence of one Respondent uncorroborated.
Snch evidence must be taken with caution; it is evidence of interested parties.
There is no case in which such evidence has been taken as conclusive. If it is held
to be conclusive all patent property is unsafe. Assuming that the Respondents
are to be believed, could they attain the same result at which the Complainer 40
arrives by their method in 1857? It is submitted they could not. They could
not obtain homogeneity and a workable belt. Their process was intermittent.
,They had no means of driving off the solvent. There was no evidence of
more than 411bs. of gutta-percha bought. There was no evidence of any
solvents. Further, there is no evidence of sale. The Respondents explain this 45
by the absence of books, but there is no explanation of how the books came
to be burned. Assume that they were burned, then is it proved that the user
became public by sale? Again, they say the books were burned, and no
evidence of sale. The two parties cited, to whom they say they sold, cannot

.remember any sales, or a solutionised belt being in the market before .the 50
Patentee's. The documentary evidence by which it was sought to overcome the
delay is of no value, Furth~rmore, the user alleged was secret and experimental;
Dolland, 1 Webster 43 ; utu, v, London Gas COJ1~pany, 5 H. & N. 312 ; Von
Hayden v. Neusladt, 5 L.J.N.S. Ch. 126. The results showed it was experi
mental user. The manufacture was abandoned for 30 years. The Respondents 5,5

. acknowledged the value of Complainer's patent by purchasing it. They

.resumed manufacture, not by their old method, but by appliances resembling
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the Complainer's. Abandonment for so many years was evidence of experiment;
Househill Oompany v, Neilson, 1 Webster 673, per Lord Brougham, 713;
Lewis v. Marling, 1 Webster 492; Cornisb v. Keene.. I Webster 503 ; Morgan v,
Seaward, 1 Webster 185. Prior experimental user is not sufficient to void the

5 patent; Jones v, Pearce, 1 Webster 122; Lyon v, Goddard, 10 R.P.C. 334;
Murray v. Olayton.. L.R. 7 Ch.581. Assuming the prior user to be identical
with Complainer's claim, yet the third claim should stand because it was a
restricted claim for Complainer's method of doing it with his particular
machinery; Plimpton v, Spiller, L.R. 6 Ch, D. 426. IV. Novelty.-On the novelty

10 of the patent the Complainer relied on (a) impregnation of canvas with pure
gutta-percha solution; (b) the application of heated rollers to drive it into the
interstices of the cloth.

Balfour, Q.C., Dickson, and Dr. Daniell (instructed by Davidson and Syme,
W.S.) for the Respondents.-(I.) On prior publication and merits.-The

15 .Specifications referred to establish these facts, that for over 40 years gutta
percha solution-meaning thereby gutta-percha heated by solvents-was well
known as an article of commerce, and that as such it was applied to the making
of belts by being put on textile fabrics in a particular way; when so applied it
was subjected to heat and pressure; and that" if impregnation results from the

20 Complainer's patent, then impregnation in that sense had been known for more
than 40 years by applying it to textile fabrics in the making of driving belts;
that the compound which the Complainer used, viz., balata gutta-percha, had
been actually employed in connection with this process of manufacture
(praesertim, Hancock, De Olippele, Bageau, and Levy). We use these Specifi-

2-5 cations for two purposes. Anyone of them or all of them are sufficient as antici
pations of the Complainer's patent; or if they are not anticipations, then they
each and all of them show practically the same process or product as the
Respondents'. Or if they are not anticipations, then the Respondents are not
infringing the Complainer's rights. The third and fifth claims are for treating

30 or doubling and for folding. But there is not sufficient merit there to make it
the subject of a new invention. All the witnessed agree that there is latent
moisture in canvas which ought to be driven off by the application of heat.
Now, in the Complainer's case, the heat is applied after the gutta-percha
solution. In the Respondents', the heating is first applied, 'and then the

35 solution is put on the web, [Lord TRAYNER.-Your point there just .comes
to this: if you are doing what you are entitled to do, the fact that it results
by natural law in producing what the Complainer has sought to produce is
not against JOu.] Yes. The next point is that there is no material im
provement in what Dick calls impregnation or saturation. The gutta-percha

40 is merely forced into the fabric. (II.) Prior use.-The Lord Ordinary has
decided the case on the ground that the Respondents anticipated the Com
plainer by what they did in 1857-60. The Complainer contends there is
no evidence. If the Court believe the evidence there was enough. [Lord
TRAYNER.-The difficulty is this: Has prior-user been sustained merely by the

45 evidence of the person who said he did it?] Yes; little has been held sufficient
proof of user. [Lord YOUNG.-But this is the thinnest case of evidence of
prior user that you have met with?J .Well, there are some near it. In the
Brush case there were only t\VO witnesses who could speak to the point.
[Lord TRAYNER.-But your case here is not that you have two to prove prior

50 user. Two may be quite enough. The poi-nt is whether, when y?U have only
two who allege they used it, and now claim the benefit of that prior user, that
can be held sufficient to set aside another man's patent.] Well, that resolves
itself into a question of the competency of evidence. [Lord TRAYNER.-I "
illustrated the difficulty by stating the analogy of donation. Howsoever distinct

55 the evidence of the donee may be, the Court will not proceed on that, unless
corroborated extraneously.] In a recent case the evidence of a donee, a daughter,
was held enough in the circumstances; Jamieson,17 R. ; cf.Saxby v. Gloucester

16633-2 Q 2
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Wagon Oompany, Higgins 243; Tennant, 1 Webster, 125 Note. [Lord
TRAYNElt.-The point there is not lack of evidence, but that the evidence was
not affected by reason of the parties being interested in the matter to which it
related.] The evidence was that of the partners and their servants. That
makes the quality the same as here. [Lord TRAYNER.-No; the servant was 5
extraneous. And the observation of interest does not apply to servants in the
same way as to partners. Take the evidence here as it is. Does it prove more than
mere efforts to produce a result, or mere experiment?] If it is true, it proves
that these belts were made and sold. [LORD JUSTICE-CLERK.-Having sold a
belt, you must have enquired whether it did -well or not. There were 100 -10 •
sold every year for three years, according to your case. There must have been
50 establishments in which they were used. Surely it is in-credible to saythat
no evidence from one of these establishments can be got after the lapse of
only 30 years.] (III.) Disclaimer and Spec1fication.-The scoring out. of
"alternate," &c. extended the scope of the patent. That made the patent bad..15
The Specification gives no information as to the preparations of solution and
degrees of heat. . .

The Court made avizandum, and on December 6th gave judgment. .
The LORD JUSTICE-CLERK (after stating the facts).-The only grounds upon

which the Respondents impugn the patent seriously now are-(l) want of ·20
Specification; (2) prior publication; (3) prior pnblic use.

It is argued that the Complainer's solution is not specifically described. I
concur with the Lord Ordinary in thinking that this is a matter which any
ordinary workman of skill would have no difficulty about, the solution being
described as laid on by brushing. But then it is said that the heat to be applied, 25
as it passes upwards before' the fire, is not stated. If it were the fact that, by
heat radiating from an ordinary fire at the distance shown in the drawings, the
gntta-percha might be destroyed, as the Lord Ordinary states in his opinion"
there might be something in the objection. But this is not so. Gutta-percha
can be heated to a temperature above that stated by the Lord Ordinary, or, at 30
least, np to it, viz .., 2128,the temperature of boiling water, without deterioration,
and it is not suggested that a greater heat can be radiated from a fire placed as
described with a metal gauze screen interposed. I am unable, therefore, to see
that any weight is to be attached to this objection in regard to which the Lord
Ordinary expresses a doubt only. I am not able to see that in these particulars 35
the Specification is open to challenge.

Has there, then, been prior publication or prior use, whick shall make the
Complainer's patent, which would be good otherwise, invalid for want of
novelty? As regards the first claim, the Respondents refer to several patents of
prior date for the purpose of establishing that similar processes were there 40
disclosed. The Complainer maintains that he has a good case, upon the whole,
of his process being a combination of the different features which have been
described. The question, therefore, is,-Has the same combination been disclosed
in any of the patents founded on by the Respondents? The Respondents
founded, first, on Hancock's Specification. That Specification does not, as I 45
read it, include any manufacture by the use of gutta-percha in solution. It is
true that solution is spoken of, but it is in connection solely with a mode of
.preparing gutta-percha for manufacturing purposes, the thing to be done being
a cleansing of it from impurities and then evaporating the solvent so as to bring
it into a condition "fit for any ordinary manufacturing purposes." In his ~O

description of the making of bands there is no suggestion of solutionised
material. It speaks of gutta-percha material only, and indicates that it is by
heat alone that it is rendered soft so as to form the adhesive material for the
bands.

In Haine's Specification he describes his invention as consisting of using a 55
coat of gutta-percha to make up belts of combined woven material and leather

.In variousways, and when he speaks of gutta-percha solution he does so only
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as a means of "causing sheet gutta-percha to adhere to the leather fabric or
"card." This plainly in no way corresponds to the Complainer's process.

..De Olippele's patent is one solely for uniting different materials together by
a composition, and is so described as to indicate that the composition acts merely

:> as a cementing medium between two surfaces, such as leather to leather, cloth
to cloth, or leather to cloth. There is nothing beyond this, and while it is
effected by a solution, there is no suggestion that it is intended to do more than
rest upon the surface of the material so as to leave a film of gutta-percha after
evaporation, which may afterwards be used as a means of causing two surfaces

10 to adhere to one another.
Parmelee's Specification contains no allusion to any solution of gutta-purcha,

and it is, I think, proved that his process could not be applied to gutta-percha
without destroying it. Further, Parmelee throughout deals with his process as
one in which vulcanisation is of its essence, while it is certain that vulcanisa-

15 tion cannot be applied to gutta-percha. No belt ever has been, or could be,
made with gutta-percha under Parmelee's Specification.

Le Blanc's Specification need hardly be referred to at all as he speaks only
of impregnating, but does not describe in any way how it is to be done, and
makes no mention of solution at "all, the only description he gives of his

20 process being that of rolling on or into one another the band or what it is
coated with, ' .

Bageau's Specification is solely for an improved compound which may be
applied to fix materials together.

Levy's is the only other Specification which I think it necessary to refer to.
25 I am unable to find in Levy's Specification anything to indicate that he

employs any SOI-YPllt for the gutta-percha which he uses. He speaks only of
heated gutta-percha, and describes how the gutta-percha-not a solution-is
brought between the layers of material by a feeding trough. He then states
that it is spread over the surface of the webbing by a drawplate, and his

30 description bears that when his gutta-percha has cooled) it can be coiled 011 a
reel. But he does not speak of any solvent being evaporated, a thing which is
absolutely necessary if a solvent is used, because it is certain that if a solvent
is left in the material when it is pressed together in plies, the solvent being
unable to evaporate will cause deterioration of the belt by producing sponginess.

35 This is the more important, as in Levy's process several plies may be
simultaneously coated with gutta-percha, as is shown both by the description
and the drawing, being thus all brought together and pressed together by the
rollers at the same time, which, if the process was one carried out by gutta
percha, treated with a solution, would necessarily leave a quantity of the solvent

40 confined between the plies, with the results that I have stated. This is in
contrast to the Pursuer's process, in which he includes a passage of the
single webbing, after exposure to the fire, over a series of rollers for the
express purpose of giving "ample time for evaporation" of the solvent, so
that before the webbing is rolled upon the beam and thus made ready to be

45 transferred to the folding and pressing machine, the solvent may be dried out
of it.

There is one special feature of the Complainer's process which is not in any
way disclosed in any of the other Specifications, viz., that by his process, he,
according to his Specification, obtains what he calls an "impregnation" of

50 the canvas with gutta-percha, this being effected by the solution of gutta-percha
permeating the interstices of the cloth, and when the solvent is evaporated by
the slow passing of the web before the fire, the gutta-percha is left between
the woven strands. In other words. he does not merely place a layer of soft
gutta... percha on the webbing and press it in, but he, by his solution, gets a mo:e

55 . com.plete permeation than could be thus accomplished. The advantages of this,
if successfully accomplished, are obvious. It must tend to make a ID?re
consolidated band when made up in plies, and must also prevent the webbing

'.'-'
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when in use, stretching to the same extent that it would do if the spaces
between the strands were not filled up by the gutta-percha. It is, in my
opinion, established by the evidence that this is the case. Specimens are
produced of webbing subjected to pressure with plastic gutta-percha, and
webbing heated with solution of gutta-percha. The results were substantially 5
different, and in the one case the mere gutta-percha did not get into the webbing
in the same manner as it did ill the case where solution was used.

It was maintained for the Respondents that as the Complainer claims
impregnation, his patent could not stand, as it was proved that on examination
of the single fibres of the cotton the small capillary tube did notshow, under 10
the microscope, the gutta-percha had entered it. It appeared that these primary
fibres were themselves so small that they could not be seen separately without
the use of the microscope. The Complainer cannot, as I think, be held to any
such reading of the word impregnation. It is a word figuratively used, and
reasonably read, means only that the interstices left by the spare threads of the 15
webbing are filled up by the gutta-percha, so that the gutta-percha goes through
the material and is not merely upon the surface. I concur, therefore, with the
Lord Ordinary in holding that the Pursuer was not anticipated as regards
his process by any of the patents previously taken out. But the Defenders
maintain that they themselves, so far back as the year 1859, when they were 20
lads, made belts by what was substantially the same process, and sold them.
They cannot maintain that they, at that time, published their process, for the
evidence is to the effect that they kept what they were doing a profound secret,
and certainly there is no one, except themselves, who ever heard of it, so far
as the evidence led in their case goes. They, themselves, state that they 25
desired to keep what they were doing a secret. There was, therefore, no
publication. But they maintain that they sold their belts made by them, and
that these belts were used by various customers, and.. of course, if the process
and the product were practically the same as the Pursuer's, and it was thus used
prior to the Pursuer's patent, that patent could not stand. It does not matter, 30
on this question, that for 30 years no such use was made, if it was in truth
made between 1859 and 1864, and indeed any such plea, if stated to the Lord
Ordinary, was not insisted in here.

The questions therefore are,-Is it proved that the .Defenders did use a
process similar to that of the Pursuer's, and was such use made of the article as 35
produced, as would make any subsequent patent void by anticipation? As
regards these questions, the evidence is of a most meagre description. The two
Defenders themselves and a sister are the only persons who give any evidence
at all; of real evidence there is none. Not a single piece of machinery or other
article which is said to have been used in the work is extant. Some models 40
have been produced, but these were made for the purposes of this case. That
the Defenders and their father were experimenting 011 the making of belting of
similar materials to those used by the Pursuer is probably quite true, but that
they used in fact what was practically the same process as the Pursuer's, is not
in my opinion proved. I cannot be satisfied on the evidence that it was so. 45
But even if this were satisfactorily made out, that would not be enough. For,
as was mentioned before, it is their own case that there was no publication, that
all they did was done secretly. Their case must therefore depend upon proof 
of use. J cannot hold this to have been established by the evidence which has
been led , It is the evidence of two interested parties, absolutely without any 50
corroboration. The Lord Ordinary says that" considering the lapse of time,"
" there is about as much corroboration as, perhaps, could in the circumstances
" be expected." Now, I am unable to find any corroboration whatever of the
Defenders' evidence of prior use; and, of course, the absence of such corrobora
tion cannot be attributed except to themselves if such evidence ever existed. 55
They are the attacking party endeavouring to 'invalidate the Pursuer's patent,
and I do not think that they should be exonerated from the burden of bringing
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sufficient proof, because of lapse of time. If there was evidence, they could
have preserved it, and they alone are responsible if, not having preserved
evidence, they cannot now prove their allegations. But, further, if the account
they give of prior use is not exaggerated, to say the least of it, I cannot under-

~ stand why they should not be able to bring some reasonable corroboration of
their statements. A..ccording to their evidence, they sold as many as 100 belts
made according to the anticipating process in each of three successive years.
If this was so, it is to my mind inconceivable that there should be no evidence
except their own of the fact. Either these belts were sold to many firms using

10 machinery, or they must have been supplied in large numbers to a few firms.
In either case it is almost inconceivable that no evidence should be forthcoming.
If the belts were sold and were like the Pursuer's, being thus a new manufacture
with special features, they would surely have made some impression; and some
recollection of them, or correspondence in regard to them, would be available.

15 It is not easy to conceive that a make of belting, which has so taken the market
that its sale from the date of its introduction by the Pursuer has risen by leaps
and bounds, and now in its ninth year is practically equal to 100,000l. per annum,
should, when made and put out in hundreds at an earlier period, have left no
recollection of it or trace of recollection on the mind of anybody in the trade,

20 and should have fallen so fiat that it ceased to be manufactured or sold at all.
One would gather that either there had been no such sales, or that the sellers
had not succeeded in producing the same article or anything like it. But,
however this may be, it lay with the Defenders to prove that they produced the
same article, and that prior use was made of it so as to prevent any subsequent

25 patent from being valid. On that issue of fact I am of opinion that the
Defenders have failed to discharge the onus which was upon them.

I am, therefore, of opinion that the interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary should
be recalled and interdict granted.

Lord YOUNG.-I think it sufficient to say, without entering into any details,
30 that I concur with the Lord Ordinary in thinking that-the question of prior

user apart-the Complainer's patent is good, and that it has been infringed by
the Respondents, and with your Lordship in thinking-differing herein from
the Lord Ordinary-that the evidence of prior use is insufficient. My opinion
therefore is, that the Complainer is entitled to the inderdict which he craves.

35 Lord TRAYNER.-I concur.
Solicitor-General.-I ask for expenses and for a certificate as to validity

under the 31st section of the Patents, &c. Act, 1~83.

Lord YOUNG.-We merely certify that it came in question. The judgment
speaks for itself.

40 The Court pronounced the following interlocutor :-" The Lords having heard
" Oounsel for the parties on the Reclaiming Note for the Pursuer against the
" interlocutor of Lord KYLLACHY, dated 19th October 1895, recalled the inter
" locutor reclaimed against) interdict, prohibit, and discharge the Respondents
" from infringing the Letters Patent libelled, all in terms of the prayer of the

(5 "Note of Suspension and. Interdict: Find the Complainer entitled to expenses,
" and remit the same to the auditor to tax and to report, and discern."
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